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Abstract:	  
  
This seminar will highlight the development of a robust            
roll-to-roll soft lithography process by coupling a fundamental 
understanding of process physics with precision machine design 
and process invention.  Soft lithography is a printing process that 
uses an elastomeric stamp to transfer micron and sub-micron 
patterns to a substrate.  Translating this lab scale process to a 
roll-based manufacturing platform allows precise control of the 
stamp contact region and the potential for large area, high rate 
surface patterning.  In this manner, emerging devices can be 
produced at very low cost, including flexible displays, distributed 
sensor networks, transparent conductors, and bio-inspired 
surfaces.  To study this process, a precision parallel kinematic 
machine was developed for roll-based contact lithography.  
Simulations and experiments of contact mechanics at the roll-
substrate interface demonstrate the sensitivity of roll-based soft 
lithography to displacement-based disturbances.  Ultimately, 
process innovations toward a robust manufacturing system are 
presented, including a novel stamp architecture and stamp 
casting method.  Moving beyond soft lithography, future 
applications of contact lithography will be proposed in traditional 
manufacturing processes, with the potential to create bio-inspired 
surface morphologies in large freeform components. 
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Joseph Petrzelka is a PhD 
candidate in Mechanical 
Engineering at the Massachusetts 
Institute of Technology.  He 
obtained his BS and MS in 
Industrial and Manufacturing 
Systems Engineering at Iowa State 
University.  At Iowa State University, 
he worked on multi-axis machine 
process planning and rapid 
manufacturing systems, before 
moving to MIT where he has 
worked on medical instrument 
design and precision 
manufacturing.  He has direct 
manufacturing experience with 
John Deere, Caterpillar UK, and 
Snap-On Inc; he has consulting 
experience with manufacturing data 
systems and is the managing 
partner of a medical device startup.  
Several patents have been filed 
from his work in medical device 
design and roll based soft 
lithography. 


